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We at Viccarbe have dreamed for years of creating a different type of
sofa, unlike anything seen on the market.
Our vision has been a very ambitious one, we want to be the first
company to create not only a sofa but a complete system composed
of independent elements. So, for the first time the client can compose
and adapt a sofa using imagination to suit his or her taste, needs and
requirement.
There is a range of different arms, backrest, seats and accessories to
choose from. These elements will be expanded with newly developed
components each year, thereby creating an innovative concept that
adapts to every situation, never seen before.

Lievore Altherr Molina
Lievore Altherr Molina is a product design consulting and art direction,
international studio.
Was created in 1991 by the merging of its three partners: Alberto Lievore,
Jeannette Altherr and Manel Molina. Since its founding, the studio has
been devoted to product design, consulting and the art direction of
various companies, always offering individualised solutions.
Throughout the years the studio has been recognised for its furniture
design, its interior design projects, its products, and packaging.
Simultaneously, the studio has developed an intense teaching practice,
giving seminars and training courses to new professionals at various
Spanish universities and other organisations.
The studio has been awarded many national and international awards,
including Spain’s National Design Award in 1999.
Lievore Altherr Molina has exhibited their work in Barcelona, Cologne,
Chicago, Stockholm, Helsinki, Lisbon, London, Lousiana, Madrid, Malmo,
Milan, New York, Paris and Tokyo.
Their ideas and projects are regularly published in the most prestigious
design magazines around the world.
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SEAT OPTIONS
SISSRS
module floor soft

40 cm | 16.14”

40 cm | 16.14”

SISSR
module floor

92 cm | 36.22”

75 cm | 29.53”

75 cm | 29.53”

92 cm | 36.22”

SEAT OPTIONS

75 cm | 29.53”

40 cm | 16.14”

SISSRPS
module legs soft

40 cm | 16.14”

SISSRP
module legs

92 cm | 36.22”

75 cm | 29.53”

92 cm | 36.22”

LEGS OPTIONS
SISPMET
flute legs

SISPFL
cilinder legs

LEGS OPTIONS
SISPTI
scissors legs
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TABLE OPTIONS
SISMCPRO | SISMCPTX
outside stained wooden box table | outside lacquered wooden box table

89 cm | 35.04”

89 cm | 35.04”

SISMBRO | SISMBTX
stained low table | lacquered low table

75 cm | 29.53”
5 cm | 1.69”

75 cm | 29.53”

15 cm | 5.91”

30 cm | 11.81”

ACCESORIOS

16.5 cm | 64.96”

10 cm | 3.93”

52 cm | 20.47”
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11 cm | 4.33”

22 cm | 8.66

10 cm | 3.94”

SISUSB
USB port

33 cm | 12.99”

SISMARO | SISMATX
stained free table | lacquered free table
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FINISHES

TECHNICAL INFO

Upholstery

Seat ‒ thermoreinforced polyester in shadow. Interior structure in steel,

Check unpholstery samples.

solid wood and plywood. Woven seat and back structure. Polyester fibre
covering. Expanded polyuretane foam in different densities. Fabric or
leather.
Legs options:

TABLES | FLUTE LEGS | ARMS

Cilinder legs ‒ Calibrated steel tube powder coated with tempered
polyester, in the finishes from our collection.

Lacquered

Flute legs ‒ Wooden solid oak legs, with carvings on the sides, stained
in the finishes from our collection.

Scissors legs ‒ Calibrated steel tube powder coated with tempered
polyester, in the finishes from our collection.
white
RAL 9003

black
RAL 9005

blue
RAL 5024

tobacco
RAL 8028

smoke
RAL 1019

Table options:

Low table ‒ Table in lacquered microtexturized MDF or stained oak
plywood with the finishes from our collection.

Wooden box table ‒ Table with a stained European oak plywood
grey
RAL 7004

red
RAL 3001

silver
RAL 9006

mustard
RAL 1012

green
RAL 6007

or lacquered microtexturized MDF tabletop in the finishes from our
collection. Interior plywood cylinder lacquered with the finishes from our
collection.

NOTE 1: There is no possible to combine smooth upholstery modules and soft
upholstery modules.
NOTE 2: The sofas with legs must be composed with a minimum of two modules.

bronze

sand
NCS 3005Y50R
CERTIFICATIONS

Stained
ANSI/BIFMA X5.4-2012.1 and UNE EN 16139:2013 vc 2015

matt oak

cognac

wenge

ash

CILINDER LEGS | SCISSORS LEGS

Powder coated

white
RAL 9003

black
RAL 9005

altea blue
RAL 5000

sand
RAL 1019

fluor orange
RAL 2005
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